
  

  

2023 Tri Maker Roles  
  

Thank you for your interest in volunteering as a Tri Maker at one of our events. To assist you 

with choosing your role preference(s) as part of the application form, please see below for 

details of all our major event volunteer roles and which locations they are available at in 2023.  

  

  Sunderland  Swansea  

Aid Station / Wheel Station    

Facilitating the running of an aid station by handing out water to 
participants and ensuring the route is kept clear from discarded water  

Yes  Yes  

Helping to manage a wheel station, where spare bike wheels are 
stored and collected from during the event should they be required  
  

Yes Yes  

Arrivals & Information    

Welcoming participants and visitors to the events and offering 
assistance as required  
  

Yes  Yes  

Answering queries and managing queues in the spectator areas   
  

Yes  Yes  

Hosting the information points in key areas of the site  
  

Yes  No 

Managing queues and entry to spectator stands  
  

Yes No 

Elite Athlete, Media & VIP    

Assisting with the operations of the elite athlete marquee and the elite 
athlete swim start  
  

Yes Yes  

Acting as an anti-doping chaperone for the elite races  
  

Yes  Yes  

Assisting the media team with various tasks during the event  
  

Yes  Yes  

Undertaking the role of host for the VIP area   
  

Yes  Yes  

Event Preparation    

Assisting with pre-event tasks, ensuring the site is fully ready to open 
on event day  
  

Yes  Yes  

Helping with athlete familiarisation on the course before the event 
day(s), including marshalling 
  

Yes Yes  

Support the build of the event site, including putting up banners, 
moving equipment around site, and supporting the event operations 
team as required 

Yes Yes  



Finish & Recovery Area    

Ensuring the area is prepared for the end of events with water  
  

Yes  Yes  

Maintaining medal supplied and ensuring competitors collect these  
  

Yes  Yes  

Collecting timing chips from athletes  
  

Yes  Yes  

Medal Ceremonies    

Supporting the delivery and presentation of medal ceremonies  
  

Yes  Yes  

 

Office Support    

Supporting event staff with administrative tasks to ensure the event 
can run smoothly and queries are resolved 
  

Yes  Yes  

Responding to any queries or questions that arise   Yes  Yes  

Registration    

Facilitating registration for competitors, welcoming them to the event, 
distributing race packs and answering any questions that arise  
 

Yes  Yes  

Route & Crossing Points    

Manning key points on the route where flags and whistles are required 
to slow competitors down  
  

Yes  Yes  

Operating crossing points to allow control the flow of traffic and 
directspectators to cross the race route when safe to do so  
 

Yes  Yes  

Swim    

Assisting with the swim start and swim exit element of the event, 
including queue management  
  

Yes  Yes  

Acting as a ParaTri Swim Handler to assist paratriathletes with exiting 
the water (additional training will be given for this role)  
  

No Yes  

Transition    

Helping with the check in & check out of transition for competitors 
and managing athletes through the transition area  
 

Yes  Yes  

Tri Maker Support    

Assisting in a variety of roles where further resource is required  
  

Yes  Yes  

Managing the Workforce Break Area and assisting with the 
distribution of workforce catering   
  

Yes  Yes  

Helping with any ad hoc tasks which arise during the event  
  

Yes  Yes  


